According to the The Sun, ‘a TEEN shooter went on a bloody rampage at a German high school today killing 15 people before shooting himself during a gunfight with cops’. Police said the classrooms were “running with blood”. ‘Smiling happily for the camera, these are three of the girls shot dead by a crazed gunman at a German school.’ ‘I was shot 3 times … Chantal slumped dead by the door.’ ‘Click here to see the latest pictures from the scene’!

In the morning of 11 March, a 17-year-old teenager went on a shooting spree at his former secondary school in Winnenden near Stuttgart, southwest Germany. The amok2 resulted in 15 deaths, followed by the suicide of the perpetrator, who had graduated from this school 1 year before. Beneath the speculation that—given the wrong circumstances—any of us is capable of running amok,3 from a psychiatric point of view, it seems that the dynamics of school shooting are similar to the mechanics that govern suicide with hostile intent or murder-suicide, whereby the individual expresses its desire and personal identity only by destroying others and itself.4–6

The tragic happening in Winnenden was steadily accompanied by live broadcast of both nationwide and international media, spiked beneath others with sensation seeking pictures, guesswork about subjective reasons and family background of the perpetrator. ‘Yellow press’ and ‘Twitter successfully share the first place of the media coverage cup. The former for good-style mock-up graphics showing the perpetrator with black combat gear firing in a classroom or storming school corridors, the latter—an online social network and micro-blogging service—for bringing the catastrophic news by far earlier than television crews into the living rooms, not holding back with snapshot misinformation or—even more unluckily—with correct information overrunning privacy.

More than 1 week after the incident, media interest barely peaked off. Beneath pointing out to former ‘school massacres’ and ‘blood baths’ in Dunblane (1996, Great Britain), Columbine (1999, USA), Erfurt (2002, Germany), Emsdetten (2006, Germany), Jokela (2007, Finland) and Kauhajoki (2008, Finland), private pictures of and information about the perpetrator and the victims were continuously published in cross-border competition. Accusing voices have been raised, also amongst the media’s midst including the German Union of Journalists, condemning the way of coverage and pointing at the overrunning privacy.

Indeed, for suicides, the so-called Werther effect, i.e. the increase of suicide rates due to copycat suicide after wide media coverage, has already been proved in various studies.7–9 More than likely, also sensational publicity about a violent crime like school shooting may cause an increase in similar behaviours.10 Thereby, copycat killing might be the mechanism underlying the spreading of school shootings.4 Media coverage of school shootings has been reported to be followed by an increase of threats against schools,10,11 exactly as it could be observed in Germany during the past days. An analysis of reports of national and international newspapers about 143 amok events showed that the majority of amok events is not distributed by chance over time, but occurs shortly after the first coverage.11

As there is an evidence for a strong similarity between the events with regard to the ‘modus operandi’ and person variables, reporting might trigger the same attitude and behaviour in persons who find themselves in a similar state.10 In some school shootings, the perpetrator recorded a message and disseminated it via the internet, indicating the desire that other people understand the reasons for doing so. Thereby, the media and reports on the internet could facilitate the diffusion of these potentially lethal norms.4 The development of a code of rules to report on these episodes is postulated, which could prevent the dissemination of the norms that might encourage this behaviour.4 Identification with or even desire to out-hero former perpetrators has often been stated by later perpetrators before the episode. Thereby, the publicity and number of victims of the former perpetrator seem to be a stimulus which has to be stopped.

Ideally, similar principles as for coverage about suicide have to be considered for media coverage about amok.4,10 For example, when there is evidence for a mental disorder of the perpetrator—which is present in >50% of amok runners12—it is recommended to mention this in the same breath as addresses for help. Furthermore, not only glorification but also demonization should be avoided as well as simplification of the motive to prevent identification by persons at risk. Information on methods of killing or acquisition of arms should never be given in detail. If media coverage was done in a responsible, refraining way and frequency as well as content were changed in an effort to reduce copycat effects, further amok-suicides might be prevented as successfully as it had been proved for suicides.7,9 But where to look for the balance between ‘public interest’ against the ‘risk of harm’? It seems like the media have shot it off.
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